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«Qazaqstan ormany»

Forest nursery

Ecology of future generations!



Low carbon development programs

To achieve national targets greenhouse emissions 
reduction indicators gases, various companies of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan intend to focus on moderate, 

measured and consistent decarbonization of its activities

Climatic agenda 

Fulfillment of accepted country`s decarbonization 
liebilities by array of initiatives directed to stimulate 

green ecology transition

President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

Tokaev K.K.: 

"Kazakhstan joined Declarations on forests and land 
use adopted on 26th UN Conference on climate 
change (COP26).”“In addition, the country has 

launched large-scale planting project two billion 
trees to 2025."

The way of carbon neutrality

The strategy of achieving carbon neutrality of Kazakhstan till 
2060 aimed to achieve sustainable development of 

Kazakhstan economic to climate change

«Qazaqstan ormany» - Your reliable decarbonization partner!
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High quality and tree health

Our nursery specializes in growing 
seedlings and saplings of the highest 

quality, which ensures successful 
adoption and long-term development 

of forest plantations

Automated processes

We use advanced equipment and 
technologies for automation of 

sowing, watering, fertilizing and 
processing of plants, which increases 

efficiency and accuracy caring for 
them

Modern equipment and expert 
team

Our nursery is equipped with 
advanced equipment, and our team 
professionals have many years of 

experience in reforestation and care 
plants
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Competitive advantages of «Qazaqstan ormany»
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Customer focus of «Qazaqstan ormany»

01 03
Support at all stages

Your personal manager will be with you 
at all stages of the project, from plant 

selection to planting and long-term care

02

Expert advice

Our experts will not only help you with 
the choice of plants, but also provide 

professional advice and tips on caring for 
trees to ensure their successful 

engraftment
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Convenient logistics

We are flexible and open to discussing 
various delivery methods, including 

transportation of our trees to your location 
or their self-collection at our nursery.
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Individual approach

Your personal manager will work on 
developing solutions that meet your 

unique needs and projects. This means 
that you will get exactly the seedlings 

that are suitable for your specific 
territory and goals.
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04 Environmental responsibility

“Qazaqstan Ormany" strictly adheres to norms and
standards in the field of ecology, attaching great
importance to the conservation of natural resources and
biodiversity

Positive effect

“Qazaqstan Ormany” Nursery not only contributes to
carbon capture, but also offers many benefits, such as
improving air quality, increasing biodiversity, greening
the territory and promoting the overall well-being of
the planet

Unique green project

No analogues forest nursery in the CIS countries.
with greenhouse complex based on 485 hectares in
the green belt near Astana

Huge potential

In the coming years, the nursery will cover the need for
up to 100 million seedlings and saplings for
reforestation and greening the cities of Kazakhstan and
will become an important element supporting
companies' efforts to implement programs low carbon
development and emissions reduction

Strengthening ecosystem with “Qazaqstan Ormany»
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Petrochemical factory and KPI of Pavlodar city 

CASPI BITUM LLP

The school №76 of Astana 

Mangistaumunaigas JSC and others

Botanical Garden of Astana city

Supporters «Qazaqstan ormany»
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Oil refineries of Atyrau and Shymkent



«Qazaqstan ormany» LLP
The Republic of Kazakhstan

010000, Astana

Korgaldzhinskoe highway, 3B

«Smart» BC, NO 401

+7 (7172) 79-05-09

kazakhstan.ormany@gmail.com

https://qazmunayhim.kz/trees
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